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Amanda Robustelli-Price, Glastonbury High School
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of context or entirely wrong. But the reluctance or refusal of the family to discuss Bruno makes it frustrating for
Mirabel to get any honest information at all, much less to be able to separate fact from fiction.

Continue reading...

we should talk about bruno!
Milton Alan Turner, Saint Ignatius High School, Cleveland, OH

The recent Disney film Encanto tells the story of the Madrigal family whose members often have magical
gifts. But there is one member, Bruno, who has apparently deserted the family under secret and shameful
circumstances. The popular song We Don’t Talk About Bruno is about the attempts of young Mirabel to
get information about her uncle from the rest of the family. While we eventually learn that the stories
Mirabel hears contain some facts and elements of truth, most of them are either exaggerated, taken out 

Yes, you CAN start a language club!
Signe damdar, vernon center middle school

Perhaps you’re a teacher of a less-prominent world language in your school and you’re wondering how
to increase enrollment in your language classes. Perhaps you’re a teacher who wants to connect with
students in a special way outside of the classroom but you lack athletic skill or experience for coaching
sports. Perhaps you’re a teacher who admires what other schools are doing with language clubs and
think that you don’t have the time, creativity, or know-how to create that in your school. If 

you see yourself in any of these categories, this article is for you because I can affirm that, “Yes, you CAN start a
language club!” I was a teacher who fit into all three of these categories four years ago and still tried to create a
French club in my middle school.

Continue reading...

year of teaching, I am still finding myself smiling and enjoying these
special months, where my teaching becomes most focused, as I work
to ensure that students meet year-long goals and that we finish the
curriculum. It's also a time to benefit from the routines and
relationships built throughout the year, and to begin to reflect and
to prepare for new students in August. I hope that April, May, and June
are months where you are able to find peace and to celebrate the
incredibly meaningful work you have done this past school year.

The end of the 2021-2022 school year is approaching. I
always think of the weeks after April vacation until the
last day to be "the golden hour." The flowers are
blooming, the light lasts longer, and students are
typically in a groove of learning. Despite this complex 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sy1op6AY92gRtQxrLgF-BuUlXa6jR3Nh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_pYMlxsaTfgSb7zepx9wORXZ3mmbZeK_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OXsM_BeO908fJr1jhd-Qc01ax82_stEP/view?usp=sharing
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Karla Rivadeneira, UCOnn neag school of education

Samuel Merkatz, Kingswood Oxford School
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Artwork Contest Recap
Melissa Tubbs, event chair

Continue reading...

Ruby Banks, hamden high school

Continue reading...

When you inherit the organization of a student event as I did with the CT COLT Poster Contest in 2020, you
tread lightly and learn all you can for the first year. The Student Events Coordinator, Judith Ojeda,
planted the seed about “growing” the contest right away, however, and it gradually became the lens
through which I viewed the entire experience as chair. During the pandemic, I often wondered about my and
my colleagues’ students’ different rates of access to things like WiFi, a quiet workspace, three square 

meals… and, now, I wondered about art supplies. As I considered the purposes of the event, world language advocacy
and inspiring creativity, I wondered if there were barriers to creativity embedded in the contest itself? Would there be
greater participation and deeper engagement in the contest if some of those barriers were removed? When I ultimately
presented my hopes to the CT COLT Board about doing exactly that by expanding the contest, they supported the vision.

 In order to graduate with my Master's from UConn, I had to complete an inquiry project. I worked with my fellow CT
COLT interns, Kat Santiago-Moltavo and Larry Sacramento, on researching translanguaging as a pedagogy in the
classroom. Translanguaging pedagogy is the notion of using ones' entire linguistic repertoire in the classroom.
Students are able to speak in their home language without having repercussions as well as using their home language
in order to acquire another one.

A diverse classroom provides a wider array of perspectives, ultimately making learning languages a
more fulfilling and educational experience. I have long considered Classics a multifaceted discipline, not
just on account of its sprawling curriculum, but also by virtue of its rich history. The Greek and Roman
civilizations had considerable geographic influence, and many different cultural and ethnic identities
resided within the borders of the respective empires. Greco-Roman diversity is thus best approached with a 

diverse classroom and the accompanying diversity of thought. The more perspectives present, the more effectively
students are able to analyze the multidimensional historical identities, events, and ideas that come with a diverse
Classical antiquity.

I am not Italian, but I have always been interested in the Italian language and culture. I can remember
being 8 years old when my mom asked me “Honey, if you could go anywhere in the whole world, where
would you go?” I said “Candyland” but my second choice was Italy! I do have plans to go to Venice with
my mom when I graduate high school. Upon learning that the schools offered Italian, I was ecstatic. It
has become so clear to me over the years how differently we all learn a new language after 3 years of 

Italian. Some connect it back to their home life, some are perfectionists about learning, and some connect it to modern
culture. I think individuality is essential when it comes to a language classroom. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zctbwYN7DYQqUoNOIJyfG1K73HpVO3RY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NJ8JQZFQUq4rRLL1lUFMZWFZdvhUu5aw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SNY5GJGyjYKUFQDvMAcg7C7K3okIhOgv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t3YvDw5pvmju4c6NJtmCGbG2Xyir-9oa/view?usp=sharing
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joseph parodi-brown, marianapolis preparatory school

There are lots of great things about a regional conference, but one of the most visible benefits is the ability to
attend sessions that have been rated the “Best Of” at their respective state conferences. I attended two such
sessions, María Datel’s Integrating Indigenous Perspectives in the Spanish Curriculum (Massachusetts) and from
Greater Washington, DC, Motivating Students to Talk During Interpersonal Tasks by Maris Hawkins. Both were very
informative and these two sessions highlight another thing I love about regional conferences - a great balance of
language-specific sessions and general world language teaching sessions. In both cases, I was able to pull
something I learned and apply it to my classroom the following week. 

Friday included the keynote session. Kim Haas, who created and hosts the PBS travel show Afro-Latino Travels with
Kim Haas, who detailed how her multilingualism shapes her view of the world, directs her life professionally and
personally, and provides her with opportunities to learn and grow. Friday’s sessions included social-emotional
learning in WL classrooms, increasing representation of marginalized populations in curriculum, and guiding
through communicative tasks. Regional conferences have a broad array of topics to engage with. I appreciate the
opportunity to focus on topics that are important to me and that I want to learn more about with topics that I
know I can bring home to share with colleagues.

Continue reading...

news from organizations

Continue reading...

The Connecticut Italian Teachers Association; reflecting on the past as
we look forward 
Gina Gallo & Lorena snell

On February 11 and February 12 NECTFL returned in-person for its 68th conference. Participants from
across the region and beyond gathered in New York City for networking and professional learning
under the theme Classroom Roots, Global Reach, with extended workshop sessions on the day before.
While there was palpable joy as many colleagues reconnected for the first time in years, the
conference was also a moment where friends remembered John Carlino, just weeks after his passing.

CITA moves forward with a new president and has big plans for the future of the organization. In a recent interview
the Executive Council sat down with Lorena Snell to get to know more about the new president and her goals for
the next year. 

Lorena, can you introduce yourself to the world language community? 

 For those of you that do not know me, my name is Lorena Snell. I am a proud SCSU alumna, a teacher, a wife and a
mother of two amazing kids. I have been teaching Italian for 16 years at Shelton High School where I am the Advisor
of the SHS Italian Club and co-founder of "La Casa Italiana" Summer Italian Camp. 

Tell us a little bit about your journey to becoming an Italian teacher.

My love for Italian culture and language started at home with my Italian-born parents- every part of me has ITALY
woven into the fabric of my life. I knew when I entered my Freshman Italian Class that teaching was what I wanted
to do for the rest of my life. I feel so blessed to share my personal love and passion with my students each day.
Teaching helps keep me stay connected to my ancestors and allows me to educate my students with first-hand,
authentic experiences. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YCo0c46k5cdo2fMRWgtNPqxbKO-zIdkm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g4IJ8VldONqNZVnTT5CrzdCCRHu_29Ao/view?usp=sharing
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NEWS FROM CT SCHOOLS
Pulsera Project at Smith Middle School
Jill griswold, ct colt corresponding secretary

If you have never held a Pulsera Project fundraiser at your school before, I would highly encourage you to get your
students involved with this wonderful cause. The organization could not make it any easier for student groups and
Spanish classes to run a fundraiser. Continue reading...

We all need a little sunshine... here are some messages of encouragement
FROM teachers... TO teachers!

“For neither good nor evil can last forever; and so it follows that as evil has
lasted a long time, good must now be close at hand.” Miguel de Cervantes

The single greatest factor to building student proficiency is the use of the target language!
I was teaching my awesome 7th grade Spanish students the difference

periodico and revista. They were somewhat confused since most publications
are online. One student is a very talented and serious actor. I gave him a

future scenario where 20 years from now he would be getting rave reviews
for his performance in a Mexican Indy film. Sitting with his family, agent and
manager, he sees a negative review from a critic in Entertainment Weekly. He

grabs the magazine throws it dramatically out the window, and says,
"Hasta la Vista Revista!"

I am really proud of my department and all of the hard
work that everyone has put into building up our curriculum
the last few months. It has not been easy and we have spent

countless hours of our personal time doing so, but
nevertheless we have managed to come up with some really

great new units with strong cultural focus and clear
learning outcomes. I am so lucky to work in a department

with so many great colleagues!

Forza! Veni vidi vici!
¡Vamos! Vous pouvez le

faire! You got this!
Wishing you all a healthy

and happy 2022

Tu n'es pas tout seul
!  On peut le
faire ensemble !

These are the little moments of connection that I really missed--and craved--last year during the
craziness. And these are the little moments that remind me why I love my job, and will always love

being a teacher.

My students have also
appreciated some moments of our
daily routine. Every Wednesday, I
share cat memes in either Spanish
or French. I have students greet

me with, "Feliz miaucoles!" or "Bon
miaoucredi!"

I am blessed to have students
share little snippets about their

lives. This year, it has ranged
from a freshman sharing her

favorite Starbucks order (and
encouraging me to get it, too),
to a junior sharing her love of
all things K-Pop, to two seniors

asking me for a list of my
favorite Trader Joe's products. Daylight is getting longer and spring is on the way!

"Vouloir c'est pouvoir"

Jean Trusz is an amazing mentor and friend. She is always willing to
answer my questions, offer advice and share her lessons and

materials. She is such a blessing to me.

I am constantly amazed at how my world language
colleagues put aside their own stressors to lift up their

students and bring sunshine to others. They deserve all the
rest and relaxation in the world after the past 2 years!

This February, 7th and 8th grade students at Smith Middle School in Glastonbury partnered with the
Pulsera Project to carry out a successful fundraiser to support Central American artisans. The after
school club of about 25 dedicated students raised over $2,500, selling nearly 500 colorful, woven
bracelets (pulseras) and 3o bags during their two-week sale.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BxjQ-QYQKtiSDX1i5WsRBN3JKANl-R2d/view?usp=sharing
https://www.pulseraproject.org/about
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Nancy Hernandez, 1945-2022

Jack Darcey, 1936-2022

Sandi Van Ausdal, 1951-2022

degree at CCSU and advanced degrees from CCSU and SCSU. She studied and lived abroad and traveled extensively
throughout her life.

Students in the Southington and Simsbury CT school districts, as well as those at independent schools in Florida and
Arizona , profited from Nancy’s fluency in both French and Spanish and her commitment to promoting world language
study.

Continue reading...

Continue reading...

Continue reading...

It is with great sadness that we report the death of Nancy Hernandez, World Language
teacher, administrator, and lifelong advocate of second language acquisition and cultural
awareness.

Nancy was raised in Naugatuck, CT and from an early age faced physical challenges resulting
from an attack of polio. These challenges did not deter her from pursuing an undergraduate 

The CT COLT family was saddened to learn of the passing of former CT COLT President John (Jack)
Darcey, who passed away on Jan. 9, 2022. Prior to retiring, Jack was Supervisor of the Foreign
Language Department in the West Hartford Public Schools. He was one of the founding members of
CT COLT and was our 5th president. Jack was also the creator of the CT COLT Poetry Recitation
Contest which has continued for decades. His influence in the foundation of CT COLT has helped to
bring our organization to where we are today, over 50 years later. Jack also believed in 

contributing his time and energy to our regional and national language organizations, ACTFL and NECTFL, and served
as Chair of the Northeast Conference. Known for his passionate love of Spanish and the teaching of world languages,
Jack has impacted and influenced thousands of students, many who went on to become language teachers.

Born in New Rochelle, NY, on December 6, 1951, Sandi was daughter to the late Frank and Philomena
(Mazzullo) Curto and was the wife of Roger Van Ausdal.

Sandi obtained her BA Degree in French Literature from The College of New Rochelle (NY), and her
MA in French Literature from New York University abroad program in Paris. While living in New
Jersey she was an adjunct professor of French at Rutgers University, and she taught French at 

Summit High School. After moving to CT in 1993, she taught French at New Fairfield HS and later taught French and
Spanish at Joel Barlow HS in Redding, CT for ~20 years. She was also the instructional leader for World Languages at
Joel Barlow HS.

 Sandi had a lifelong passion for France and the French language. She loved visiting the country, taking students to
France and Quebec City, and inspiring students with the language and culture. For many years she has been the Vice
President of the American Association of Teachers of French (AATF) in Connecticut. For her contributions to the
promotion of French culture, Sandi was awarded the Palmes Académiques by the French National Education Ministry in
2014. Sandi’s passion for learning and teaching world languages included ongoing Spanish education classes in the
evening and taking Mandarin lessons so she could proctor students wishing to do online study of this language.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zWw3hmRzDH9WCngMyCkd8KxzuwG61aY9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wUM3qUmj5TF-20Z52h2ZYhx65WONdOON/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UMTFGwddRpK_9t5uafh3Op-u_7w3zTV-/view?usp=sharing

